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The new year, the turning point - and on this occasion, in more ways than one! I’m
sure everyone is glad to see the back of 2020, and in turn welcome a fresh new
year, full of hope and promise, with the widest of open arms. As far as 2021 is
concerned, in the words of nineties rock group D-Ream “Things can only get better”. Science put its hopes in a vaccine, the scientists worked hard, succeeded
ahead of schedule and raised the hopes of a nation out of the mire they were
kicked into by the media. As Christians, there is always hope, there always was
hope, there always will be hope:
“May the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace as you trust in him, so
that you may overflow with hope by the power of the Holy Spirit.”
(Romans 15:13)
I have built the beginning of this comment on Bishop Nick’s reflection for the New
Year. In which he reminds us that our God is the God of hope. You can read it in
full on p54. 2021 is the Chinese New Year of the Ox; it may get renamed the New
Year of Wonderful Joy! As 1 Peter 1 v6 reminds us that wonderful joy will follow
many trails - and 2020 was the trail, 2021 is the joy.
“So be truly glad. There is wonderful joy ahead, even though you must endure many trials for a little while.” (1 Peter 1: 6)
In fact the Queen picked up on these themes when she addressed the nation back
on 6th April 2020, reassuring the country “better days will return” - we are heading
that way; that hope is on the horizon. In the meantime, as the old song says “Give
me joy in my heart, keep me praising; Give me joy in my heart, I pray; Give me joy
in my heart, keep me praising; Keep me praising till the break of day” .
With faith, hope and joy in our hearts, we are already comforted, reassured and at
peace. 2020 had many stories of faith, hope and joy; 2021 will have many, many
more.
Talking of stories. This edition is our annual Winter Literature Festival. We focus
this year on faith books - commentaries, study companions etc. There is lots to
read about reading! I also challenged a couple of local authors and wrote some
poems! On top of all of that there is the usual bunch of regulars, some archive
photos off the camera roll and a bigger than normal picture quiz. In short, there is
plenty to get stuck into after you have finished the mountain of turkey that is still in
the fridge, tried the last chocolate in the box, out of curiosity and frantically
scraped up the crumbs so no-one notices you had another piece of Christmas
cake!
Happy New Year and may you hold firm to the peace and hope our God provides.
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‘Our Lord is good when the world is not.’
You will probably be aware of the now famous poem of Minnie
Louise Haskins entitled ‘The Gate of the Year’, the opening of
which King George VI used in his Christmas address to our nation as World War Two was about to break out.
And I said to the man who stood at the gate of the year:
“Give me a light that I may tread safely into the unknown.”
And he replied:
“Go out into the darkness and put your hand into the Hand of God.
That shall be to you better than light and safer than a known way.”
So I went forth, and finding the Hand of God, trod gladly into the night.
This month we step into what we all hope and pray will be ‘a better year’, yet the
cloud of the virus still hangs over us and, as I write, a Brexit deal is still up in the
air!
I guess what we aspire to will determine whether we judge the coming year to be a
success or not. Speaking of the resurrection and gaining eternal life in chapter 3,
Paul writes to the Philippians to focus their earthly aspirations. Saying to them,
I press on to take hold of that for which Christ Jesus took hold of me.
Brothers and sisters, I do not consider myself yet to have taken hold of
it. But one thing I do: Forgetting what is behind and straining toward
what is ahead, I press on toward the goal to win the prize for which
God has called me heavenward in Christ Jesus.
One of the Royal Marine’s mantra sayings is the challenge to ‘triumph through adversity’. We’ve done that as a church in 2020 as we have travelled together with
Christ at our head. I love the line, of a similar sentiment, in one of the Rend Collective songs we have been listening to at 9.00am prayers:
‘Our Lord is good when the world is not.’
Fixing our eyes on Jesus, ‘the pioneer and perfector of our faith’, is what will yield
us our confidence, joy and peace this coming year. And alongside that, I am sure
we will also see life gradually returning to normal. I just can’t wait to sing and celebrate together again!
So, let’s keep our cool, focus on the King and the coming Kingdom, and wait on
our Lord with the ‘patient endurance’ of Revelation 1:9. This time next year will
look very different! Let’s keep to our earthly mandate, to go and make disciples
and hold people in the sure and certain grip and grace of Christ.
Oh, and by the way, if you’re looking for a book of daily personal Biblical devotions
for the coming year, you’d be pressed to do better than ‘Bringing us to Glory’ by
David Gooding. It’s what I’ll be using. Let’s walk well together with the Lord this
coming year.
Praying every blessing in Christ upon you!
Rev Karl

Rector’s Report
18th December 2020
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Originally Bulletin 25

“Books are no more threatened by
Kindle than stairs by elevators”

Stephen Fry

“It is what you read when you don't
have to that determines what you
will be when you can't help it.”

Oscar Wilde
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Welcome to the fifth Life & Times Winter Literature Festival - a
celebration of reading, a celebration of books and stories, a
festival where muddy fields have been exchanged for a comfortable armchair and a festival where the hot sun makes way
for passing the cold winter months in front of the fire.
So whether you like the classics such as Dickens or Christie,
historical fiction from the likes of C J Sansom or Edward Marston or non-fiction or autobiographical accounts, whether it’s
Roald Dahl’s un-datable novels for children or the colourful
books of Julia Donaldson, after nourishment, shelter and companionship, stories are the thing we need most in the
world.” (Philip Pullman, 2013).
2020 was a year like no other in the living memory of most of
us. A year which has made us think, a year that has perhaps
reignited our faith, a year that quite possibly gave us more time
to read both fiction and fact and a year that helped us study the
Bible in ways or with study guides we might not have used before. As much as we hope 2021 is a much brighter prospect it
would be a shame to lose any momentum we have gained in
our personal lives as we look forward to returning to our
regular church life and routine; now we will have the opportunity to compliment one with the other. This year our Winter
Literature Festival will focus on books about our faith, books
inspired by faith, and books chronicling the work of God in the
lives of those who wrote them.
We begin, this year, with a look at Psalm 91. A Psalm which
was the focus of Tony’s Reflections 8-20 over the last year, and
one which Charles Spurgeon called “the best preservation in
times of cholera” during the pandemic of 1853-54….

Psalm 91
….or as Peggy Joyce Ruth puts it in Psalm 91: Real-Life Stories of God's Shield of Protection And What This Psalm Means
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for You and Those You Love, “a place of total protection in
life’s storms”. This is, she concludes “the one place in the
Bible where all of the protection promises of God are
brought together“ In her latest offering, Psalm 91 First Responders' Edition: God's Shield of Protection as You Protect
Others (due for release in paperback on 5th January 2021)
Ruth reinforces Tony’s reflection message and Spurgeon’s
words: “This psalm describes a haven of physical protection, safety, and security that can only be found by trusting God's covenant promises when faced with lifethreatening danger and fear, whether responding to an
outbreak of disease or civil unrest”. Many of us have been
encouraged by Tony’s perceptions of Psalm 91, reminding us
that if we dwell with God, if we live in his shadow, we are safe
in his protection. As the Psalmist writes “Whoever dwells in
the secret place of the Most High will remain in the shadow of the Almighty.” (v1) a theme picked up in Psalm 91:
His Secret Place, His Shadow, and the Mystery of His Protection by Daniel Okpara, an influential voice in contemporary
Christian ministry and resident pastor of a fast growing church
in Lagos, Nigeria. We should be sure of God’s protection, if you
are in any doubt, read Daniel’s book; for, he claims; “After
reading [it], you will no longer guess your divine protection. You will know for certain that you are protected in the
shadow of the Almighty. You will be so bold about your
protection that you will announce it wherever you are.
This Psalm is written on a canvas which hangs on our wall
upstairs, so I don’t really have any excuse not to read it every
day - I haven’t been, I should, and perhaps my new year year’s
resolution could be just that. What better thing than to be reminded of God’s protection; to be reminded I am under His
guard and shrouded in his omnipotent canvas, dwelling with
the Almighty in His secret place. Talk a walk in divine protection
and the promises of our God.

Winter Literature Festival
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It’s OK to be Not OK
By Federico Villanueva
The songs of lament in the Psalms paint a very different picture
of understanding life and how human beings express themselves to God. Dr Rico Villanueva uses these Scriptures to
teach us that in the presence of God, there is room to be “notOK” and that our negative experiences don’t have to be ignored. This book challenges us to confront our struggles and
questions instead of denying them. Most importantly, the author
invites us to bring all of ourselves into the presence of God and
the community of faith. For it is through our experiences and
sharing them with God and his church that we grow in intimacy
with God and our relationships with one another. Federico Villanueva writes about one of the most difficult tasks any pastor
has in the face of tragedy. It is often not possible during such
times to rationally or theologically explain why such events occur. This book is not about giving an answer as to why bad
things happen. Instead, it is about dealing with the anguish, the
pain, the anger, the questions, and the fears with which such
events overwhelm us.

Prayers for Hard Times
By Becca Anderson
Wisdom, inspiration and prayer. As recent scientific research
shows, the simple act of praying can be emotionally, spiritually,
and even physically healing. With Prayers for Hard Times, author Becca Anderson offers solace in bringing together the wisdom of great thinkers, spiritual leaders and writers who have
faced difficulty and learned from it.
Prayers for Hard
Times offers readers solace, comfort, and support, drawing
from the wisdom of every era, every major faith and tradition,
and the important voices of those who have lived through such
experiences themselves.

Text credit: Most text taken from Amazon.com
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Everyday Blessings
By Aled Jones
Daily life is so busy that it's hard to see the wood for the trees.
Take a few minutes each day to ponder a nugget of wisdom
chosen especially for you by singer and presenter Aled Jones.
Aled's faith in God has sustained him all his life - it is a God
that speaks and exists through all things, times and places.
Drawing on spiritual wisdom across the ages, from ancient
times to the modern day, as well as across diverse cultures,
Aled has compiled a daily reader that will help ground and inspire you each day of the year. The year is divided up into
monthly themes, ranging from New Beginnings, to treasuring
the little things in life and the power of a smile. Charming line
drawing illustrations decorate the page and journeying space
allows the reader to respond to what they are reading by either
making notes or with a drawing of their own.

Treasure in Dark Places
By Liz Carter
Life can hurt. Sometimes we wonder where God is in the mess
of it all, and can't find any light amidst our shadows. But shadows can't exist without light. The Psalmists often wrote of their
pain with raw honesty, yet discovered treasure in the very darkest places. This collection of poetry and short stories is filled
with cries of deep sorrow and inexpressible joy, and reimaginings of events from Scripture which point us to hope.
What people are saying...
'This book will console your soul. The Spirit of God whispers through these words.
Utterly, achingly beautiful.'
Dr Kate Middleton, pastor, author and director of Mind and Soul Foundation
'Treasure in Dark Places offers space to be real, space to acknowledge that life is hard
sometimes, and space to see chinks of light coming into and illuminating the shadows.
Take your time with this book. Go gently, and stop to mine the depths of riches you discover along the way.' Emily Owen, author and speaker

Text credit: Most text taken from Amazon.com
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Joshua: Remember the Rock
By Phil Campbell
Joshua is a surprising and challenging book to read. It’s surprising because God uses unexpected means to remind his
people, Israel, that he always keeps his promises. It’s challenging because, as readers, we are reminded that God is the
LORD of heaven and earth, and his ways are not our ways.
Remember the Rock is your tour guide as Joshua leads God’s
people into the Promised Land to claim their inheritance.
There’s plenty of action and drama and it can seem as if Israel
will never prevail against its enemies, but keep watch for the
signs of God at work.
Although the events in Joshua happened many centuries ago,
this book teaches us timeless truths about God and his loving
provision for his people—truths that are just as essential and
life - changing today as they were back then

Judges: The Good, The Bad and The Ugly
By Mark Baddeley
"It was a time of heroes, of daring rescues and mighty warriors,
of merciless enemies and epic battles; a time of fear, a time of
revenge, a time when every man did what was right in his own
eyes". Or that's how the movie trailer would go.
The Book of Judges is one of the most dark and gruesome
parts of the Bible, in which Israel lurches from sin to judgement
to salvation and back again with grim regularity. But it is more
than just history. It is written to show us the character of our
God, and how He deals with His people. And it contains both
strong warnings and encouragements for Christians today.
Author Mark Baddeley takes us through Judges in ten finely
crafted studies, which are suitable for Bible study groups and
individuals

The Interactive Bible Series : These titles and many other
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Habakkuk: Living by Faith
By Ian Carmichael
Have you ever found yourself wondering whether God really
cares about the goings on of this world? Does he care about
the violence and pain that so many people suffer? Does he
even notice that most people don’t even believe he exists, let
alone obey his commands? Perhaps you think that asking
these questions is something Christians just shouldn’t do.
But imagine that you did ask God these questions, and that he
chose to answer them. Imagine that he told you disaster was
on the horizon, and that it was God himself who was sending
the disaster.
How would you react? What would you do? What would you
think of God?

Genesis 12-50: Salvation Revealed
By Matthew Olliffe
Abraham, Sarah, Isaac, Rebekah, Jacob, and Joseph…names
that echo down through the ages and are still of interest to billions of people in our world.
But why? Are these people—and their compelling stories—
really relevant to us today? In these 10 studies from chapters
12-50 of the Old Testament book of Genesis, you’ll see just
why these ancient lives continue to be vitally important for our
modern world. You’ll discover how the tumultuous life and
times of this ancient family reveal the character of our Creator
and the life-changing plans he has for us. The timeless story of
Genesis shows that the God who made the heavens and the
earth also planned and revealed salvation - a salvation that
would eventually reach to the very ends of the earth.
Text and picture credits to thegoodbook.co.uk

OT and NT titles are available at thegoodbook.co.uk
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God inspired the Bible for a reason. He wants you to read it
and let it change your life. If you are willing to take this challenge seriously, then you will love Phil Moore's devotional commentaries. Their bite-sized chapters are punchy and relevant,
yet crammed with fascinating scholarship too. Welcome to a
new way of reading the Bible with fresh eyes. Welcome to the
Straight to the Heart series. The paragraph under each book
title are Phil’s own words taken from his website.

Moses
God is invisible. That’s a problem. It was a problem in ancient
Egypt and it’s still a problem today. In a world where people
tend to worship what they can see and feel and taste and
touch, an invisible God is all too easy to ignore. That’s why we
need Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy to show
us God’s glorious master plan to be seen through his People

Psalms
God wants us to worship him, so it shouldn’t surprise us that
the longest book of the Bible sets out to show us how. The
Psalms were written by Israel’s greatest worshippers over the
course of 1,000 years in order to teach God’s People how he
wants them to worship him. They show us what kind of worship
is music to God’s ears.

The Minor Prophets
Many people skim over the twelve Minor Prophets at the end of
the Old Testament, assuming that their words are too obscure
to understand. That’s tragic, because both Jesus and the writers of the New Testament see them as pivotal. If we want to understand the Gospel then we need to understand how the
prophets prepared Israel for its arrival.

Text credit: https://philmoorebooks.com/books
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Romans
Paul’s letter to the Romans is longest surviving letter from the
ancient world [and] the most dangerous. Paul sent it into
Nero’s backyard to proclaim that Jesus is Lord. Whatever the
world may have told us whatever false gospels we may have
believed, it’s time for all of us to wake up to Paul’s message
that there is a new King in town.

1 Thessalonians to Titus
God turns scrap metal into gold. He changed the Apostle Paul
and he changed the many thousands who sat in on Paul’s
teaching. By God's grace, the lessons in Paul’s discipleship
training school became part of the New Testament. These five
letters show us how God takes ordinary people from the scrapheap and turns the base metal of their lives into purest gold.

Peter, John and Jude
Peter, John and Jude may sound a bit like a boy band, but they
were men that God used to rescue the Church in its darkest
hour. False teachers on the inside and persecution on the outside threatened to strangle the Christian community. In a world
where the Church appears to be in terminal decline, we need
their letters to show us how to survive, thrive and advance.

Revelation
The last book of the Bible is not primarily about weird beasts,
strange allegories, or encoded detail about the final years of
Planet Earth. It’s a book which focuses on one great fact which
trumps all others throughout the whole of AD history…. God is
on the Throne of the universe, and he is working out his strategies from the control-room of Heaven.

Text credit: https://philmoorebooks.com/books
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You are Never Alone
By Max Lucado
In You Are Never Alone, pastor and New York Times bestselling
author Max Lucado will show you that you re stronger than you
think because God is nearer than you know. You'll be comforted by the living, loving, miracle-working God who doesn’t think
twice about stepping into the thorny thickets of your world to lift
you out.

Unshakable Hope
By Max Lucado
What feels shaky in your world? Maybe you feel hurt by the
past, disappointed by the present, or worried about the future.
If so, there is hope. For every problem in life, God has given
you a promise. In Unshakable Hope, Max Lucado unpacks 12
of the Bible's most significant promises and keeping you focus
on the hope found in the promises of Scripture. .

On Calvary’s Hill
By Max Lucado
It's early in the final week. The props and players for Friday's
drama are in position. Five-inch spikes are in the bin. A crossbeam leans against a shed wall. The players are nearing the
stage - Pilate, Annas and Caiaphas, Judas, the centurions.
Players and props. Only this is no play; it's a divine plan. A plan
begun before Adam felt heaven's breath, and now all heaven
waits and watches. All eyes are on one figure - the Nazarene.
Commonly clad. Uncommonly focused. He's on his final journey. Join bestselling author Max Lucado in an exploration of
the final days in the life of Christ. Draw near to the Saviour and
prepare to celebrate the greatest miracle ever conceived.

Text credit: https://maxlucado.com/
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Bible notes and online recourses
Recommended by members of our clergy team
Rev Robin Brown recommends…..
The Bible in One Year
By Nicky Gumbel
Also available as a free app with a David Suchet-read audio.
He reads the NIV daily, in company with engaging lively devotional comments written by a contemporary church leader for
his congregation. An opportunity to take an overview of the
whole of scripture. Every day, some OT alongside some NT,
plus a psalm or proverbs. Can be enjoyed entirely free of
charge, or by buying the book. If you miss a day or two, then
don’t worry, catch them the following year instead!

Rev Tony Williams recommends…..
YouVersion
A free mobile phone app which gives you access to a full range
of Bible translations. It sends you a verse of the day and then
with just a few clicks you can read that verse in the context of
the whole chapter and get Bible study notes built around the
themes of the verse.

Rev Simon Springett recommends…..
bibleproject.com
Podcasts, videos and Bible Studies to help explore our faith.

Recommended by members of our clergy team
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Book Review by Vera Mitchell
Sensible Shoes
By Sharon Garlough Brown, Published by IVP Books
No this is not a book about practical footwear! It’s a story of
four women walking the stony path to fulfilment and freedom in
life through deepening their relationship with Jesus their Saviour. It is a beautifully crafted novel with the hallmark of real life
for real people. It shows deep perception and compassion for
the complexities of human life. There are four main characters:
Hannah, a too busy pastor, Meg, a lonely widow haunted by a
troubled childhood, Mara, whose whole life has been battered
by broken relationships and Charissa, an intelligent, high flying
perfectionist with too little emotional intelligence. The unfolding
of their stories, beautifully told in a captivating way, will make
you ache to comfort them. The lives of these four diverse women become entwined as through their faith in Jesus, they
search for understanding in their troubled lives.
This is a powerful, engaging novel, but I also value it for what it
teaches about faith and life. It demonstrates deep compassion
and understanding of the innate frailty of people, even of those
who have committed their lives to the Lord. It sensitively explores the pain and turmoil we experience simply because we
are human. Hannah, Meg, and Mara and Charissa are me and
you. Their stories tell my story and your story. We accompany
them as they reluctantly and apprehensively join a spiritual direction course at The New Hope Centre led by a wise Christian
Counsellor. Its primary purpose is to show people the way to a
deeper, more meaningful relationship with their Saviour and
through Him find a better way. The novel is firmly rooted in Biblical teaching. Each chapter begins with a Bible reading for reflection and application for the fictional participants, and

Winter Literature Festival
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ourselves if we choose. At the end of the book each woman
has painfully and joyfully achieved a deeper relationship with
Jesus and with each other, they have found freedom from the
past and purposeful hope for the present and future.
I’ve read this book several times. Each time the Lord has used
it to challenge and to encourage me. It makes me weep, pray,
and yearn for the Lord Himself, and for His deeper involvement
in my life. I identify in part with each of the characters: hence
my emotional and spiritual reaction to their stories. It makes
me long to move from where I am to a more meaningful, more
consistent, closer walk with Jesus. It helps me better understand Jesus’ perspective on my past and present experiences.
I wish The New Hope Centre was real and in Plymouth! I expect the book will appeal more to women, but all of us are human. We all share the same complex emotions; we all carry
baggage. The principles and application of spiritual and pastoral need and care are the same for all of us.
Psalm 40 v2 says “He lifted me out of the slimy pit, out of the
mud and mire, He set my feet on a rock and gave me a firm
place to stand.” Wearing sensible shoes is helpful when we are
walking a slippery, muddy, stony and painful path until Psalm
40 v2 becomes our reality.

John Grimes recommends…..
utmost.org
The online companion to a classic book which helps encourage you on your faith
journey.

ucb.co.uk/word-for-today
With daily readings based on Scripture, articles, and things to pray about, the UCB
Word For Today is designed to help you get into the habit of spending time with
God every day

Winter Literature Festival
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Ann Bloss recommends…..
The Good Book Company Bible Studies
Our home group has been using the Good Book Company Bible Studies which have been pretty good for group study. We
have tackled Romans and Daniel using these books and they
are a good pointer. Also we have used the Scripture Union series of books to tackle Genesis and Revelation which was quite
challenging, but very rewarding, especially if you take the time
to read around the subjects to find the related texts which ties
the whole Bible story together. Revelation, the Triumph of God
by R Paul Stevens in the Scripture Union series was particularly good and we followed that up with a study of Daniel which
tied in nicely.
At the moment we are doing a series of studies called Promises Kept which is a little different and quite interesting. It looks
at the promises made by God in the Old Testament which have
been fulfilled in the New Testament. For example the first study
looked at Genesis and the creation which links in with John’s
Gospel “In the beginning was the Word . . . all things were
made through Him and without Him was not any thing made
that was made . . . The light shines in the darkness and the
darkness has not overcome it.” So God’s promise of man living in His this perfect world in harmony with God is fulfilled in
the Word made flesh in Jesus as God is beginning to recreate
His perfect world and that perfect relationship with His children.
There are so many study aids available and you really get out
of it what you are prepared to put into it and it is definitely beneficial doing it in a home group environment where you can explore things more fully and learn from each other. I can’t recommend home groups enough. Even with the challenges of
lockdown, although Zoom cannot compare with a face to face
meeting, my home group meetings are a little oasis in the
weekly desert of the day to day toil.

Winter Literature Festival
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The Story Starters
It is all very well celebrating what we read, but we couldn’t do
that without those who write it in the first place. In recent years,
we have interviewed local authors, this year, I have turned the
table in a different direction. I have taken the opening of two
pieces of writing - their origins will be revealed later - and asked
two local author to write the next paragraph/section. They were
not been told where the story starter originated, so not to quash
creative juices.
Both authors have featured in our festival before, Richard
Bloss, who wrote About A Dog, and followed that up with About
A Cat (which can be found online at thelibraries.co.uk (see
p37). And Bex Gooding, who has written the Lycan Angel
Trilogy, which began with A Knight of Feylore.

Story Starter 1 : Local Author Bex Gooding
[We] fell into complete silence as he slammed his textbook
onto his desk. The sudden crash of the book on the table
reverberated around the room and all eyes were fixed on
him, as he glowered at us, incandescent with rage.
He knew it was us, it had been Billy’s idea but I’d eagerly gone
along with it. With a small piece of sodium metal procured from
the chemistry lab, we’d sneaked into the staff toilets, thrown it
into the toilet bowl and ran like the wind back to our classroom.
The resounding boom confirmed our prank had been a
complete success. Judging by the state of the Professor’s wet
clothes, his thinning hair plastered to his forehead and beads of
water dripping from his nose he must have been in the next
cubicle when the toilet exploded. There was only one thing to
say – awesome!

Winter Literature Festival
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Story Starter 2 : Local Author Richard Bloss
A year earlier and more than 5,000 miles north of Cape
Legoupil, Anders Hofman stood shivering in weak winter
sunlight on the edge of Copenhagen harbour.
Wearing only a pair of black trunks, he plunged into the
still, dark water below. The temperature was barely 1C.
Thirty-five seconds later he clambered, shaking and
gasping, back onto the boardwalk. This wasn't the start of
his training, but it was the work that would come in most
useful.
The lights of Malmo Tower glistened in the far distance. Just a
few clicks further on, was Ander’s home town of Lund, and his
job at Ri.Se, on the Ideon. It was not too late to go back - nobody would be surprised. Just an hour on the Oresund train
across the bridge.
“Hey guys, look, it was a mistake. I’m sorry, I am”.
But that was yesterday. Today is today. The pile of clothes was
still there, wrapped in the clear plastic bag. Anders dressed in
the black jogging pants, white sneakers, grey T shirt and grey
hoodie he had bought from Ahlens earlier.
He walked a few hundred metres back towards
Femoren metro station (he must stop calling it the
“tunnelbana”” - sloppy. Very sloppy). Climbed the steep staircase. He took the little train as far as Norreport, and changed
onto the redline. Just one stop to Osterport.
He climbed up the metal steps. Yes, across the street diagonally was the Osterport Hotel. It was early but still Ok for breakfast. He sauntered across, no apparent purpose, passed the
empty reception and stepped down into the breakfast cafe area. He took a Latte, and pastrami with ham and Dijon mustard,
and pickle.
The voice behind him made him start.
“Good to see you Anders, glad you could make it”.

Winter Literature Festival
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Story Starters: The Origins

It’s time to reveal the origins of our Story Starters. I take no
credit for either. We start with Story Starter Two.

Story Starter Two

I was reading an article on the BBC Sport website, and
opening paragraph just sounded like it would work well as a
beginning of a story or novel. The credit goes to BBC Sport
journalist Mike Henson. Mike’s article Project Iceman: Anders
Hofman and Antarctica’s first Ironman-distance triathlon (15th
October 2020) tells of the story, journey, trails and tribulations
and day-by-day account of Anders’ mission. The article was the
inspiration behind this Story Starter, and in fact the whole
section of the Winter Literature Festival.

PLEASE KEEP YOUR STAMPS
A reminder that you can quite easily help the
"Embrace the Middleeast" (previously BibleLands)

Please save the following used postage stamps
ALL FOREIGN
UK OVER 60p
UK PICTORIAL (but not Christmas ones)
(NB: Used UK ordinary 1st & 2nd. Class stamps are of no value and not needed)

Please trim round the stamp including the postmark, leaving a half-inch border, and hand a
batch from time to time to Mike Cooke or put them
in the box
at Emmanuel Church
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Story Starter One

This one comes from much closer to home. Remember this?
Our form master entered. The class of 30 excited 11-year-olds
suddenly fell into complete silence as he slammed his textbook
onto his desk. The sudden crash of book on table reverberated
around the room and all eyes were fixed on him, as he
glowered at us, incandescent with rage.
It was part of the beginning section of Rev Tony’s Reflection 29
(8th November 2020) with the first part (Our… ...-olds)
replaced with ‘We’. The described action had been taken by
Tony’s form tutor Mr Martin - an intimidating giant. I had
already painted a picture of the measure of this man before I
had read on to find out his name and the detail Tony described.
It was the author Mark Haddon (The Curious Incident of the
Dog in the Night time) who said “Reading is a conversation. All
books talk. But a good book listens as well”. In addition, I
would add, a good story teller has the ability to paint a picture
with words - and that was exactly what Tony did in his opening
gambit of Reflection 29.
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A short story from our regular short story writer.
Katarina Park

By Owen Kowalski
I stuck to the moss-covered paths as they weaved between the
contorted black frames of hollow trees. I passed the Park
Keeper’s lodge; it had been so long since that post had been
required that my generation only knew the lodge as Old Mr
Chaplin’s House. The grass was a dirty yellow colour and
pocked-marked with bald patches. It was ice cold in the shadows. It always was, even when the sun was high.
I had often seen Mr Chaplin, on my daily commutes through
Katarina Park and made courteous conversation but nothing
more. The old man was known to spin you a yarn given half a
chance, but I never had the time or inclination to listen. Today,
however, as he stood on a raised earth mound in the middle of
the park, curiosity got the better of me.
‘What are you looking at?’ I asked as Mr Chaplin angled a large
telescope over the remains of a tree stump that had collapsed
in on itself.
The frail old man smiled as he turned to greet me. ‘I have to
watch for her.’
‘Who?’
‘In my time this park was alive.’
My face said ‘WHAT?’ even though my mouth articulated a polite ‘Pardon?’
‘I’ll show you.’ I was beckoned to look through the eyepiece.
There I saw a white dot moving across the night sky in a most
peculiar way.
‘See the meteor shower? That’s how it all began.’ As I watched
the shooting star the elderly resident of Katarina Park >>>>
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>>>> began to relay a fantastical story. ‘I was younger than
you when the meteorite landed here. Although as we soon
found out, it might have come from outer space, but it was no
meteorite, it was a creature from another world.’
‘A creature? That can’t be true,’ I said.
‘I have pictures,’ came a defiant reply. Mr Chaplin then left me
for several minutes as he scurried off to his house and returned
with a battered red photo album. ‘Here, here.’ He pointed to a
fading black and white picture. It showed an out of focus octopus-shaped object stretching out what looked like tentacles
across a common or field. Mr Chaplin continued ‘She spread
her limbs, like branches, in all directions, each spouting more
and more, they swept across the land like an invasive weed
but with good intentions.’
We moved to a wrought iron bench, situated under a lamp
post, in order to cast more light on the photographs. The next
selection of snap shots showed the towering trunks of a woodland or a forest. ‘Here you can see that some of the branches
grew vertical to form soaring sky-scraping structures. >>>>
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>>>> Others bore deep to find nutrition to help the creature’s
growth as she covered her brown skin in lush green fur.’ Mr
Chaplin’s focus seemed to drift away from me as if he had returned in his mind to a past time.
‘The branches would sound like violins being played with professional passion as they swayed in the wind. Once a year she
would spore and send buds into the air that would blossom with
the sweet smell of honey, showering our stark grey black metropolis with vibrant flowers and fruits. It was an emerald Eden
of exotic experiences.’ The old man returned to the present moment as he flipped the page in his photo album. ‘At first people
enjoyed the garden of delight this creature had brought. Then
they started to fear her rapid expansion.’
The following page’s photographs had come unstuck and tumbled out like autumn leaves in the wind. ‘They feared she would
expand into areas set aside for crops, houses and shopping
centres.’ I collected up the fallen pictures from the ground and
handed them back to Mr Chaplin, who shuffled and reset them
in what appeared to be chronological order. ‘They started to
fight back her growth,’ he said as he re-fixed the curled >>>>

hing/
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>>>> edged monochrome photos to the page. ‘Long moans of
pain could be heard from the creature, but most chose to ignore them.’
The photos I now looked at showed scenes of charred, devastated and tattered wastelands. ‘They drove her back until she
was only the size of this park, so I built a wall around her for
protection. I built my house here.’ The house sat snuggled in
the south corner of the walled park. It’s white paint making it
appear like a candle in the dark. ‘I tended to her needs and
wants, I even named her, I became the Keeper of Katarina’s
sanctuary, but no wall is high enough for those who don’t understand, and people fear what they don’t understand.’
What happened?’ I asked with growing scepticism but wanting
to hear the end of such a tall tale.
‘She left this husk of a park and the last of the wondrous world
she brought us was gone. I fear she might be gone forever. But
I watch, for one day she might return.’
‘Are you telling me,’ I said with profound disbelie,f ‘that the
green and pleasant land that my Grandpa often speaks of was
just a creature from another world?’
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From Seamus Heaney to Oscar Wilde, from Wordsworth to
Shakespeare, many a poet’s name we know, yet whose word
we are yet to read. But then again we live in the 21st Century
and poetry isn’t a thing anymore is it? Wrong.
Poetry is just slush, the rewriting of gloom in a rhyming fashion,
the telling of a story in a shorter form, poetry just uses
unnecessarily complicated jargon and makes things up. But
then again we live in a new millennium and sentiment, feeling,
understanding and paper has been replaced by a emotionless,
know-it-all, media-led, soul- destroying, digital culture hasn't it?
Wrong again.
Beneath the hard exterior of 21st Century lies the soft underbelly of nature, the arts, tradition, compassion, empathy and diversity all crying out for freedom. And at the centre of that web is
poetry. Schools are giving poetry more space in the curriculum
too, and as Noor Wafa, of The Poetry Society explains, the
events of 2020 might just be the catalyst for the voices of pupils.
“Time might finally be on our side for students to start writing …
In a nation where there are calls for a more diverse offering of
poetry on the curriculum and more funding for the arts and humanities, now more than ever there needs to be a real cultivation of voices….The shorter form of poetry, the melodic beats
and rhythm will prick any musical ears with interest. These students are used to short bursts of information – short bursts of
emotion. I found that rather than trying to have them emulate
the prolific poets of days long gone, better to have them first dip
into poetry by writing for the days they are in now. And what
days they are. Locked away with shadows of uncertainty as to
when their normal will resurface. Distanced from support of
social and academic comfort. Yet they have more space and
time now to do more than they probably realise.”
And there are new publications on poetry out too, Down Moonlit
Paths and PS: Its Poetry are just two recent releases.
You can read Noor Wafa’s full article here:
https://www.nate.org.uk/how-poetry-can-help-with-integrating-pupils-back-into-school-life-when-thelockdown-ends-the-poetry-society/
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“Locked away with shadows of uncertainty” - a phrase which
may have echoed around many of us every day since last
spring. But isolation can be used in a positive way according to
Wafa. “Writing poetry itself can be an isolating task.” So Wafa
works in Education and takes from the perspective of students.
But why not extend the thought process to adults? The next
few pages contain some poetry I, the Editor, wrote over the
last year - in no particular order! Make of it what you will. Then
perhaps have a go yourself!

I WENT TO THE CHIPPY*
I went to the chippy and came back with a hat
It’s not what I went for we’re both sure of that.
I placed the order and paid for my fish
“Today you see sir an additional dish
Although quite inedible it’s good for the head
It keeps you quite warm like chips in some bread.
A special promotion, a one-week trial
Curry sauce, peas and a hat with a smile
It’s yours to keep or do as you wish
You get it today for two portions of fish.”
So back home I went with a hat in my hand
Ate fish from the sea and chips from the land,
peas from a pot and curry sauce too
Put the hat down, where I haven’t a clue.
Not that it matters we’re both sure of that
That I went to the chippy and came back with a hat
*based on a true story from February 2020
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FROM YOUR TANGLED MIND BE FREE
I need my God
I need my fix
To clear these hedonistic tricks
To know His love, to know His care
To feel His presence in the air
Are there others, my akin?
That love without and pray within?
Depression held, its darkness, its grip
But here I stand and I won’t trip
From its lair release the chain
Clarity emerge,
Release the brain
As I walk, once over oared
Freed by the fact His love outpoured
No tab or powder, or snuff for me
This is the Lord’s own remedy
I need my God
I need my fix
To clear these hedonistic tricks
And as I squelch my mind a bog
God will no doubt lift the fog
Read the Bible
Add prayerful measure
Knowing His hand
And heaven’s treasure
If this therapy take it all
Uncurled I am and standing tall
From your tangled mind be free
This is the Lord’s own remedy
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THE SCHOOL RUN
STOPPED
The school run stopped
The traffic all gone
It’s not now the holidays
Something’s gone wrong
The world is in trouble
So the country unites
There are actions to take
And plans to ignite
Stay in and stay safe
It’s just for a while
Until this goes away
Get up with a smile
Of course it is hard
Cos never before
For most of us now
Born after the war
Don’t panic; won’t help
Be calm you and I
Let’s lead by example
Until this goes by

If you don’t have a faith
You will find this bit tough
As I ask you to pray
For those in the rough
For doctors, for nurses
For all those in key roles
For hospitals, for schools
For those older souls
For haulage and food
Staff who supply
A service or business
To both you and I
For transport, for cafes
For income streams lost
For eateries and pubs
All counting the cost
We are looking for summer
No great new thing
You’d have wanted it now
With the heat it will bring

The difference is now
The reason has changed
Our lives upside down
And things rearranged
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It’s new ground for all
A strange new thing
They are hunting a cure
For the relief it will bring
When the year turned over
We would never have known
How our lives were on hold
When the curve ball was
thrown
But it will stop
Normality aligned
When daily it seems
We return to the grind

Until then a reminder
He is by our side
Counsel, compassion,
Continuous guide
For He loves us so much
He give us his Son
Let’s give Him the glory,
For redemption is won
*Written in May 2020
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FIGURES IN THE FOG
Tuesday morning.
There they were.
Two figures in the fog.
Side by side;
And quite in step.
Those figures in the fog.
A walk so slow.
Their shadowy presence.
Those figures in the fog.
Man or woman?
We just don’t know.
Those figures in the fog.
Dressed in black;
Or so it seems.
Those figures in the fog.
The street so still.
They make no sound.
Those figures in the fog.
Where did they come from?
We just don’t know.
Those figures in the fog.
Where will they go?
I will not know.
Those figures in the fog.
And as I watch.
They disappear.
Now, no figures in the fog

The Dartmoor Series
GOLDEN GIRL
Dartmoor’s golden girl is here
With wavy locks of auburn hair
That blow so gently in the
breeze
That shows the beauty of the
trees
Her dress of orange, is flecked
with brown
Is edged with red that glowing
gown
Her beauty shines as angels do
And shimmers in the morning
dew
As hours pass the daylight
fades
She stands tall before the
glades
Her shape is lit by the setting
sun
Glowing, warming, vivid one
Her name is Autumn, season
true
Bringing colours just for you
Of harvest time and ember glow
Before she’s gone, before the
snow
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The Dartmoor Series
WHERE WILD PONYS ROAM
For miles I see across the scape
A lonely, desperate, barren view
But where beauty still finds time rest amid
The boggy floors, the rocky tors, the silence in the still;
The sheep and birds, they share the lands
Where wild ponies roam
In sun, in rain, in wind, in snow
The ponies walk, they group and graze
Throughout the weather’s year they stay
Take their shelter as and when, protecting from and
keeping warm
In birth, in growth, in age, upon, the moor
Where wild ponies roam

We like to walk, to run, to climb
But this is a place and this is a home
Perhaps not for us, or so it seems.
For people come and people go, no one really stays for long
Because we think we cannot live
Where wild ponies roam
Through winters harsh where food is scares
Through summers hot where drought is here
They know the Lord, He will provide
They will be fed, they will get drink, they worry not one bit;
In trust they live upon the plains
The wild pony’s home
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The Little Library on stilts
If you have passed the church on the Mannamead Road side
over the last few months you will have noticed a little white box
on stilts. It’s white exterior contrasting the ever darkening skies
above and the leaf-less web of trees on either side. Its interior
contains a collection of adventures, worlds and times, a collection of journeys transporting us to places people dream of, especially when the real
world stands still.
The Little Library is part of
the Compton Reading
Quest, an initiative funded
by The National Lottery
Community Fund, in partnership with Compton Primary School.
These free libraries have
been popping up all over
the UK and America such as the Urban Fox
design library in London
and the Tardis design in
Edinburgh (both pictured on p27). Compton has constructed
seven: four at the school and one each at Compton Methodist
Church, Trinity Church and here at Emmanuel.
Although our little library is a new venture, the idea itself
originated in America back in 2009, as Hayley Campbell, a
journalist with The Guardian explain in her article from 11th
May 2014.
Five years ago, a Wisconsin man called Todd Boll created the
first Little Free Library in tribute to his mother, a teacher who
loved reading. He made a small wooden house, just large
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enough for 20 books, and put it on a post at the end of his
drive. Above it he wrote: "Free Books". Before long, his idea
became a book-sharing movement across the US and now
little libraries appear all over the world. 10 are popping up
across Walthamstow in east London as part of this summer's
E17 Art Trail. Mini-library enthusiasts enjoy exchanging books,
getting to know their neighbours – and pruning their book collections.
Only fitting then that our local one is hosted by a school. It may
have taken over ten years for this idea to reach our city, but in
a time when many libraries were shutting as councils streamlined finances, coupled with a year of pandemic pandemonium
when getting too close and touching too much was frowned upon, these little libraries have become a little lifeline for those for
whom a weekly book borrowing was
a vital community contact - and although not so social, the process of
getting out, seeing other people
(even if not to talk to) and choosing
a book was still there - and all safely outdoors!

The NEW website specifically to publish content provided by new authors, bloggers and
established commentators.
Chapters, stories, articles and thought provoking contributions
GO ON, TAKE A NOSE AROUND—YOU MIGHT BE SURPRISED BY WHAT YOU FIND!

More details be email on profopress@gmail.com
Tardis picture: Photo Credit: @k.t.andrews_author (Instagram
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“A house without books is like a
room without windows”

Horace Mann

“Aroom without books is like a body
without a soul”

Marcus Tullius Cicero
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TOP and BOTTOM: Two horses and a carriage getting ready for a funeral
that was to take place at Emmanuel later in the day on 27th October 2020. This
funeral was not for a congregational member. Photos by The Editor
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I took a little wander around the grounds
at Emmanuel back on the 1st December.
My focus was to notice those things we
either forget are there, take for granted,
walk past each week and not look at in
detail and those things which link our
past to our present but which weren’t
mentioned in our history edition back in
September/October.
Starting at the south west corner, where
Compton Ave meets Mannamead Road.
Here I observed the wall (1),
which, drops twice in height to
reach the level it is by the main
bus stop. Along Compton Ave,
as we approach the South East
corner, a lone stone pillar (2)
marks where wall used to be,
long since replaced by wooden
and metal fencing each side.
Below this pillar on the inside of
the grounds is a covered alcove
(3). Whether its former and current use were the same, I don’t
know, but it houses the joining
of our water to the main supply.
As we turn down Dormy Ave,
between the steps and >>>>
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>>>> the ramp, unusual white berries adorn the hedge - possibly Snowberry.
Photos 5 and 6 show the Church from its North East corner, and although the bus
photo-bombed the first image, I have left it in as the marking of time in the journey of these particular buses.
Square-fronted Dennis Darts have travelled our parish
and city for over 20 years but they are unlikely to be in
service as we enter the New Year. The time has come for
these work-horses to make their final journeys and display “not in service”, retiring to give way to newer, cleaner
engines with more curved edges. On the South West corner, where Compton Park Road meets Mannamead
Road, a tessellation of brick work (7), with defined surrounding cement bring a pattern of geometric design to
the kerb - which probably goes unnoticed by so many
passers-by. Inside the grounds, the low wall beneath the
railings has a curved indented décor line at its top edge,
simple but effective in its appearance, but it will probably
appear rarely to those who frequent the grounds. Our
tower strikes its own contrast, straight defined lines, definite right-angles, square and rigid in its grey stonework
(9), yet above the wooden door - lesser used than it used
to be, but more used in 2020 than in the recent years Doulting stone leaf shapes, their edges less defined,
roughed, eroded by both time and weather, standing bold
against the grey Plymouth limestone block work (10) and to this day,
somewhere inside those tall
walls sits a time
capsule - the
126-year-old
who,
unseen,
journeys through
time,
alighting
for no one.
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There is such a thing as Coffee Shop Culture. Modern society and the economy
in recent years has come to rely on the business done by high street cafes. Well
known big international outlets and smaller local enterprises have seemingly taken over the world of ad-hoc social refreshment. Long past are the days of the
thermos flask or the cardboard cup - or so it seemed. But fashion comes and
fashion goes, what goes round comes round - ok, so it wasn’t planned as much
as forced during the last year. 2020 made a stand, it shook up the views of the
common man (cite, Sowing the Seeds by Tears for Fears, 1989) and we
swapped our comfy chairs, lounge seating and lengthy menu options for rocks,
park benches, sea walls and a few spoons of instant in our reinstated thermos.
Then we took our pew in the open air, looking at a stunning view, smelt the fresh
green grass and pondered God’s wonders. We sat at the front of the stage, looking out into the vast arena in blissful pause from the strange, grey >>>>>>

The greatest coffee stops our city and area has to offer
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>>>>>> depression that plagued society and restricted social and cultural
behaviours. It’s a matter of perspective: as the majority of the mainstream
complained about not being allowed to
sit in semi-darkness having chin-wag
over a barista’s brew, they in fact lost
sight of the greatest coffee shops our
city and surrounding area has to offer.
Becky and Graham Bale took their coffee to Sheepstor (1) and took in the
breath-taking vista overlooking Burrator reservoir. My neighbours met up
with their friends on Dartmoor too,
over a flask in Yelverton at The Rock.
On many mornings, whilst the world
was waking up, Ron and Linda picked
up a cardboard cup coffee from The
Terrace (and on occasions a bacon
sandwich!) and sat just below
Smeaton’s tower (4) enjoying the early
morning peace and the sea air of
Plymouth Sound. I took the opportunity on a crisp autumn morning to take
my flask to Wembury beach (3) to enjoy the harmony played by the symphony of the sea. I even managed a
coffee in the first snow of winter whilst
my sidekick slept in the car (2)!

The greatest coffee stops our city and area has to offer
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One of the activities to celebrate the
100th Anniversary of Emmanuel was the
publication of a book of recipes. Tim has
republished it 50 years on, as part of the
150th celebrations.
One of the prime movers in the original
project was the wife of the then Vicar the
Rev Roy Harris. Mary Harris is still alive
and has learnt of the current reprint.
Netty, in the office, had the great
pleasure of sending a copy of the latest
reprint off to Mary. Photos of some of the
pages (picked at random!) are shown
below. If you would like a full copy,
please contact Tim.
As Tim said “fifty year old recipes don’t
change very much, they just don’t say,
“Pop it in the microwave!"

Recipe Book
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Top: A wedding carriage with white shires waits to depart from Emmanuel
Bottom: “’Argen’s Shoppe” from the 2014 Holiday club drama
Photos by The Editor
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Early days on the mission field are fraught with mistakes, errors and laughs!
Most new missionaries start by going to language. I didn’t!!!! I went straight to a
small interior town (Tefé, population 4,000) 1500 miles up the Amazon and learnt
the language from a book and talking to long-suffering people! This led to lots of
laughs, and problems! I went to buy a sack of cement, and found a puzzled
storekeeper wondering why I wanted a
“belt of lettuce”. That
wasn’t as bad as one
of
my
colleagues
some years later who
set up a stall in the local market to sell Bibles and other Christian literature. He was
next to a butcher’s
and one day Graham
bought us a choice cut
Tefe 1961, with the creek I fell in.
of meat. He asked the
butcher to keep it, to
be picked up later by Maureen, my wife. The butcher didn’t know her by name so
Graham said “That lady without an arm!” Trouble was he got it wrong and said
“That lady without bones!” Ever after Maureen was known throughout that market as Dona Filé - Mrs Fillet!!!!
Learning the language in a small rural town has its problems! The population
was largely semi-illiterate, farmers, fishermen, hunters, etc., and I of course
learnt the language as they spoke it, with all the rude, uncouth language that was
their daily communication. Fine until I went to a city, or to a conference in Brasilia, with educated people who tended to take offence at some of things I said! I
tried hard to improve my vocabulary, but when I went back to Tefé, after I had
preached, I heard one of my deacons asking someone what they thought of the
sermon. The reply was, “OK, but it would have been better if he had not used so
many English words!” I had to forget my educated Portuguese, and go back to
the uncouth words they knew!!!
The resident missionaries in Tefé were Laurie and Sheila Powell, and rather than
disrupt their family life I lived on our launch, tied up in a nearby creek. Coming
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back from church on the first
The house I stayed in. The white sheet is a mosquito net.
Sunday there I was walking with
Laurie and a group from the
church when he explained that
one of the members had a headache, so he was going to dash
home and get some aspirins.
We were just passing the
launch, although on the wrong
bank of the creek, and there was
a dugout canoe by the bank so I
said “I’ve got some in the
launch, I can use that canoe as
a bridge!” It was just long enough to reach the launch, and I was soon on board
my launch with the aspirins. It was a different thing coming back. It had been easy
stepping up from the rickety canoe to a solid launch, but stepping down onto a far
from solid surface was not so easy, and I was 100% inexperienced. The canoe
moved away as I had one foot on each, and I gracefully (or not!) did the splits,
ending up standing up to my chest in the creek in my Sunday clothes, desperately
trying to keep the aspirin dry!!! Fortunately I saw the funny side and laughed,
which ever after endeared me to the locals.
It was easy to save my talking to when I could use English, so I went to live for a
month with a riverside family who only spoke Portuguese. Trouble was they were
vegetarian! The only thing we had to eat in any quantity was maize. I never knew
there were so many ways to cook maize. For a month I ate maize porridge for
breakfast, maize for lunch, and maize for supper! Any snacks were home-made
maize cakes or biscuits!! Worse still, it was the season for planting maize, and
there was a stack of corn cobs at least 4 ft. high, and the seeds had to manually
stripped from the cobs. I never wanted to see another corn cob for the rest of my
life!!! You would think things couldn’t get worse, but they did. We planted the
seeds, interspersed with jute
Harvesting Jute with the family
but an early river rising
caused a flood, which
washed them all away and
we only got three plants from
all the maize and the jute
didn’t mature enough to produce more than 25% of the
expected crop. Standing in
the flood waters harvesting
the jute I got smothered with
leeches all sucking my
blood! As we frequently said,
“All GMT” - Good Missionary Training
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in partnership with Compton School.
We are encouraged to borrow, read
and return, and donate books. It is designed to inspire us to read within the
Compton area. Seven such libraries
have been constructed at the school:
four at the school, and one each at
Compton Methodist, Trinity, and Emmanuel. We are currently asked to sanitise before and after handling the
books and to quarantine them for three
days when we get them home. You can
comment on the book on Facebook at
Compton Reading Quest. Also see p36
-37 Ed!

Some people including Jennie Manley
have kept in touch with Eric and June.
Their news is good in that they have
been able to move into the same care
home as their daughter Helen. They
now need to sell their bungalow in Hull.
The not such good news is Eric has
succumbed to that curse of men, prostate cancer.
I have had an update on the Turner
girls from Jane. Remember that both
went to Lancaster University 3 years
ago and achieved their degrees. Becky
has returned to Lancaster to do a Masters in The Environment and Development. A recent piece of coursework included micro plastic pollution caused
by the fashion industry. She is passionate about her work, and thoroughly enjoys it, even though it is all online. Ellie
stated work on a 2-year graduate training scheme with BRE, the Buildings
Research Establishment near Watford
with over 1,000 staff. She is working on
several projects including one that is
developing more sustainable shelters
for use in humanitarian crisis situations,
using locally obtainable material which
reflect local building styles. She is in a
shared house in Watford, and works
from home, with her bedroom, her office! She has managed a pre-lock down
trip to Lancaster to visit Becky & see
her old friends.

In my Daily Reading “Our Daily Bread”,
there was one based on Malachi 1:814. It reminded me of the time we took
supplies medical & miscellaneous from
the parish & went to Romania after the
Revolution and I was shocked at how
many of the clothes were rejected by
the gypsies. Not up to standard! It affected my choice of what I give away,
or deliver to charity shops.

Mary Walters is planning a move to be
closer to Shaun, Lizzie & Poppy in
Reading, but to date has not been
lucky enough to sell her house in Hartley Vale. She will be here for a few
more months yet. She will let us know
when she has any news, so if you know
anyone looking for a modern property
within the parish Mary’s the girl to conHave you looked at the Little Library tact!
near the bus stop at Emmanuel? It is a We hear that Par Pugh (who has been
scheme placed by the national Lottery a part of 0800 HC and many other

Send you news into Ron: ronwheeler10@gmail.com
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services live or on Facebook.

roles) is looking forward to news of a
baby being born in Bali to make her a
grandmother. Her daughter was married
to a Hope Baptist minister, Andrew
Gardner, and her son is there.

Nick & Jo Connett aided by Barrie delivering from Emmanuel to them, have
done an excellent job distributing food
parcels from St Paul’s to the Efford end
Stephen Anderson will be travelling to of the parish. They want to thank everyAmerica for about a month. We’ll miss one who has contributed either food or
his friendly presence in the Oval room made financial donations.
and wish him travelling mercies and a
quick return. He travels on January Sue Castle has a new kitten called
10th, please keep him in prayer.
Tobias, who features every week on the
Monday house group Zoom session.
He’s much loved by all especially great
family animal lover Beryl.
News from Poole where Mike Soanes
resides with his daughter is that he has
settled in, but hasn’t come to terms with
his age, as he fell over helping to take
down an apple tree. No harm done. I
was able to talk to him for a while, before the phone went strangely dead. Karen (his daughter), says they are thrilled
with the facebook pages which they follow regularly. A special thank you to
Nicky for keeping us all in touch there.

Well done to Peter Terrell and his team
who continue to deliver the Tea-break
notice sheet monthly and the help of
Richard Berry and the two Ian’s, not to
mention the support of Nettie in the office. I always like to check my stories
when I have any doubts, here is my reply from Peter.
Over mountains (Efford) –
Over dales (Lipson)
Skirting fountains (rain) –
Delivering mails.
The views from Severn Place and the
top floors of Torridge Way flats, are reward enough, esp. at Sunset – best
places in Plymouth!
Yes, full time job if one person does it
all, but shared, it’s easy-peasy!

John Warren's funeral was executed in
the most impressive way for those who
watched. Apart from all the family, our
own worshipping leadership put on an
excellent display one which John would
have been proud of. Another feature
was the technical reproduction on You
Tube. So much so that the Audio Visual
Team of Tim, Ray and Chris B have
been invited by the undertakers to be
present at their next funeral so they can
learn some of their techniques!
See pages 50-53 for The Life & Times
of John Warren and short account of
We continue to appreciate all our sing- the technology which debuted at John’s
ers and musicians who under restricted funeral. Ed!
circumstance continue to support our
RMW

Send you news into Ron: ronwheeler10@gmail.com
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As read at his funeral, 30th November 2020
Hello, for those of you who don’t
know me, I’m Katie, eldest daughter of John’s middle son Brian, the
very tall one!
It is my pleasure to give a brief insight into Grandad’s life; he certainly packed a lot into his 93
years! Sadly, there simply isn’t
the time to give full justice to him;
so, I hope you will forgive my relatively brief canter through the
years.
Grandad John Warren was born in
Plymouth on 18 Dec 1926 in his
grandmother’s home near the
Hoe. He went on to grow up in
Plymstock where his family ran
the Warren Bros Garage, and
where he was surrounded by motorcycles and cars. Somewhat remote from other homes and children, grandad amused himself trying to mend broken car and motorcycle parts, preferring to skip home early from school to do so on many occasions.
After a rather forlorn sounding primary education in Plymstock Grandad was sent
to St Boniface’s College by his Grandma. Although he did not share fond memories there, he really enjoyed being the full back in their first rugby team, and excelled at history. Later he was evacuated to Buckfastleigh during the Second
World War. Returning home at 16 years of age, his childhood days spent tinkering went to good use as he took up an apprenticeship as an automobile electrician at “Express Electricals” later known as at Lucas In those days you could not
get replacement electrical items for cars (no Amazon then) and Grandad proved
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invaluable when it came to solving car electrical faults. References from that
>>>>>>> >>>>>>> time begin to shine a light on his abilities for example
“conscientious” and “most capable and reliable”
In 1944 he received his call up papers for National Service. After some initial
training in the Royal Navy at HMS Ganges, he went on to serve on HMS Europa,
a minesweeper carrying out duties in Scottish coastal waters.
Grandad absolutely loved the whole experience, he revelled in the fellowship, the
camaraderie and sense of belonging, something he could really relate to when
Dad, or Brian to most of you, joined the Navy many years later. He was particularly proud of being asked to row the Captain to an unofficial social appointment in
Appledore in heavy seas and ferocious tide, at only 18 years of age was a matter
of pride and amusement to grandad that the Captain didn’t even get his feet wet.
I can just imagine him telling this story.
In 1947 he was ‘demobbed’ and returned to Express Electricals, but this time he
left the workshop behind and worked as a developmental area ‘rep’; first in Cornwall, later in the Torbay area. His knowledge and skill saw sales and company
reputation grow rapidly.
At about the same time, in common with most young chaps, he was looking for a
girlfriend to spend his free time with. One weekend he went to a dance at the
Continental and there he met the woman who would change his life forever - one
dance and he was smitten. This beautiful, vivacious lady had a mischievous
smile and an impish sense of fun, quite simply she stole his heart. Her name was
Joan Stafford.
There followed a happy courtship conducted around her many drama and acting
commitments, with motorbike and sidecar the preferred mode of travel – they
were truly the Wallace and Gromit of their day!
Grandma’s love of dancing, drama, theatre and the arts were infectious and provided the perfect foil for grandad, although he would be the first to admit he
lacked her flair for acting and much preferred to be part of the audience than performer.
Very happily, they married at Emmanuel on 10 March 1951; Grandad’s indelible
memories of that day include Grandma’s cold hands and the text “each for one
another and both for God”, providing the foundation of their love and unswerving
devotion to each other and family for ever.
Over a period of 13 years, the two became seven, as five bouncing boys arrived,
a house full of noise, commotion, and a kind of organised chaos. Luckily, Grandad had secured a better job with R.B. Tope and Co Ltd, a family business centred around marquee manufacture and hire. His previous experience as a ‘rep’
stood him in great form and before long he was elevated to manager status and
improving all aspects of the business.
A strong sense of purpose, coupled with steely determination and an unerring Victorian work ethic, he set about transforming Topes and expanding into the lucrative manufacture of boat covers, amongst other innovations. His tenacity and tireless efforts paid off and he managed to revitalise the company’s >>>>>>>
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>>>>>>> fortunes in the process.
Of course, it wasn’t all work and no play. The family enjoyed many breaks at Challaborough and on the Thornton’s farm near Aveton Gifford. Along with his beloved
younger brother David, Grandad had inherited an abiding love of Plymouth Sound
and dinghy sailing from his father. They both enjoyed sailing whenever they could
spare the time – and this enthusiasm for sailing has transcended all the generations.
He was very proud when he bought one of the very first fibreglass Albacore dinghies in Plymouth – competitive and state of the art for the day - all the family had
many hours of fun sailing in her, named Renowned.
The years flew by and once the boys aka the “five rascals” had all left home,
grandma and grandad grasped the opportunity to indulge their love of travel and
adventure- gallivanting all around the world from the austere to the exotic – mind
you, not to sit on beaches but to immerse themselves in the culture, art and history of these far-flung places. Grandad was at his happiest sitting in quiet contemplation or reading in the shade, periodically glancing at grandma as she sat totally
engrossed in painting the scenery – perfect harmony and comfortable companionship.
Grandad eventually retired at 65, but typically he was not about to hang up his
boots – he set about rectifying his lack of formal education and qualifications by
studying for a Bachelor of Arts degree in Theology & Philosophy at Marjons. It
wasn’t all plain sailing, and he admitted that he found some of the lecturing staff
and fellow students more difficult to navigate than the actual academic learning
and study. Nevertheless, he was thrilled to graduate with a 2:1 honours degree at
the age of 76.
Although invited to continue his university education, he felt it would be unfair to
grandma and so opted to invest his time and efforts in caring for her, ensuring
they had fun and plenty of diversions in their twilight years together.
Grandad was of course a great volunteer, serving in many different organisations
including Plymouth Rotary, Devon & Cornwall Housing Association, Inland Revenue, Freemasons, the board of Governors at Montpelier School, the Athenaeum,
Shakespeare Society and others. All know and appreciate all the work he did on
their behalf. Central to it all was his faith as a loyal and long serving member of
the Anglican Church.
What a life, so much crammed into his near 94 years. From humble beginnings he
carved out a very impressive CV of which we can all be rightly very proud.
But most of all he was proud of his darling wife and much-loved extended family –
5 sons, 10 grandchildren and 9 great-grandchildren.
He lived a life lived at full tilt and brimming with personal, professional and community achievements and accolades, grandad didn’t waste any time on this earth.
He is now at peace and reunited with grandma, his greatest love and willing accomplice in life, gone but not forgotten is the perfect phrase!
Grandma enriched grandad’s life by introducing so much of the arts to him, including her love of poetry, and so for all of us who did not get the chance to say good-
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bye to him, I’d like to end with some words
written long ago to try to ease the pain of
not being there at the passing of a loved
one, written by Mary Frye in 1932……
Do not stand at my grave and weep
I am not there; I do not sleep
I am a thousand winds that blow
I am the diamond glints on the snow
I am the sun on ripened grain
I am the gentle autumn rain
When you awaken in the morning’s hush
I am the swift uplifting rush
Of quiet birds in circled flight
I am the soft stars that shine at night
Do not stand at my grave and cry
I am not there; I did not die

Joins with Monthly Prayer Meeting
on first Wednesday of the month

Emmanuel continues to move
with the times. These strange
times have caused for some
digital development to ensure we
meet as many people as possible
through our ministry. The new kit
installed in the AVA area now
enables us to live stream our
Sunday
services
on
both
Facebook and YouTube.

Our thanks to Tim Lyddon and
Ray King for their work on
installing, setting up and facilitating the function of this new technology. Their hard work mean that
sermons and Sunday service can
not be accessed live by more
people. Thank you
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“May the God of hope fill you with all
joy and peace as you trust in him, so
that you may overflow with hope by
the power of the Holy Spirit.”
(Romans 15:13)
What a great text for a new year. The apostle’s
heart-felt desire for the church in Rome is that
they would be a people of hope. He has
already written of the way that hope is rooted in
the Bible’s teaching, that “through endurance
and the encouragement of the Scriptures we
might have hope” (15:4). Now he adds that
God is himself the God of hope, who looks to
the future and has so much in store for those
who trust in him.
To follow Christ is to be “a prisoner of hope”,
and as a Church we are called to be people of
hope, able to look forward confident in the loving purposes of God. In the words of William
Barclay, “The Christian hope is not simply a
trembling, hesitant hope that perhaps the promises of God may be true. It is the confident expectation that they cannot be anything else but true.”
The Shawshank Redemption is many people’s favourite film and in the midst of
his long prison sentence it is hope that enables the film’s hero, Andy Dufresne, to
survive. Hope for him is like a piece of music that remains in your heart, that enables you to know “that there are things in this world not carved out of grey stone.
That there’s a small place inside each of us they can never lock away, and that
place is called hope.”
Back to Romans chapter 15, and my hope is that our churches across the Diocese may grow more and more into the Christian communities that the apostle
Paul describes, marked by endurance and the encouragement of the Scriptures
(v4), by a spirit of unity which glorifies God (vv 5-6), by accepting one another
(v7) and by that joy and peach which enables us to overflow with hope by the
power of the Holy Spirit (v13). It is a great vision for a new year.
Bishop Nick McKinnell

News from around the Diocese: exeter.anglican.org/
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Mission Sheds
I am officially a middle-aged
man, I love sheds. I love a
shed as a place full of tools or
as a place to escape to. I also
love the concept of an allotment shed where people gather for a drink and for a good
chat about what they’re up to.
Mission Sheds are really very
like sheds! They are places to
discover new tools to help us
as we seek to share our faith
with those around us. They are
a means to borrow tools that
others are already using. There is refreshment in each one. Both spiritual refreshment, where busy people can come to receive rather than give out, and physical
refreshments (when we can actually meet in person again!) Mission Sheds also
provide space to chat and hear what other people are up to and, even more importantly, what God is up to around the area.
There is a Mission Shed Local in each area of the Diocese, where you can gather
with others who live somewhere near you. Then there are occasional Mission
Shed Centrals, for people from across the Diocese to get together.
We’ve been locked down tidying up the sheds and giving them a makeover ready
to relaunch them for 2021, all freshly painted and ready to go. If you’d like to know
more about Mission Sheds and your nearest one, please contact Jenny Beesley
mandm@exeter.anglican.org
The Rev’d Prebendary James Grier
Diocesan Mission Enabler and Leader of Unlimited Church

A PRAYER FROM THE DIOCESIAN PRAYER DIARY FOR JANUARY 2021

1 Peter 1 v6
“So be truly glad. There is wonderful joy ahead, even though
you must endure many trials for a little while.”
As we begin a new year we pray: Lord, You make all things new, you
bring hope alive in our hearts and cause our spirits to be born again.
Thank you for this New Year, for all the potential it holds. Help us to
listen to your Spirit and the plans you have for us this year.
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We all have a story to tell; we can all chart the ups and downs of life with our walk
in faith. Whether we have the confidence to share it is a different matter. Over the
years at Ladies DIME meetings and Men’s Breakfast members of the congregation or guest speakers have told us how they walk by faith and not by sight, how
God has been with them, perhaps carried them throughout their lives. We have
read testimony in LIFE & TIMES before, but we are now able to bring them together under one heading, Testimony TIMES my LIFE in faith. Over a series of
issues we will be reading a testimony like chapters of a life, piecing together lives
interweaved, held together, finding a binding strength in and walking in faith. We
begin with the testimony of Pelisa Hina from her childhood in South Africa to
Emmanuel’s doorstep, this is her story:
7. How has my faith impacted my working life in the past?
As you will have seen in my early career my faith was not in the forefront of my
life, but as time has gone on it has influenced me more and more. And I hold on
to the glorious thought that whatever we do ‘for the least of these’ we do for Him
(Matthew 35: 34 – 40.
In 1998 I was approached by the head of an Anglican seminary in Cape Town. He
explained that since I was working with the poorest of the poor, he would like me
to set up a workshop for his students. Training as priests the workshop would
give them some insight into the ’in roads’ of working with the poor. Rev Stubbs also brought to the workshop about 4 associates who were interested. I was bemused at these affluent middle-class
white men entering a squatter settlement ‘town hall’ to be there for the
day. At lunch time we served them
samp and beans, the staple food of
the poor. It was a great eye-opener
apparently. A week later, writing a letter of thanks, the Rev Stubbs said, ‘I
can now see why you are doing the
work you do and discern God’s hand
on your life’. That comment surprised
me because unlike a missionary, I really didn’t dwell on how my faith impacts on work. Of course, I am not a
hard-hearted person, some family sitChild Protection Team 2001
uations did touch me to the core, and
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I would go the extra miles to make difference.
In child protection work in Britain, my job was often to place children outside their
birth families. I did my best to be fair to the birth family, sometimes being their
strong advocate. In cases where in the best interest of the child adoption was inevitable, I would give myself time to talk things through with the birth parents. I remember in 2007 visiting a dad serving a sentence in Exeter Prison, after discussion he conceded that because of the life he led, he couldn’t be a good father, but
pleaded with me not to tell that to the child’s mother, while in prison he didn’t want
a row with her. Yes, when discouraged or frustrated, I do pray.
8. How does my faith impact on my current work as a Carer?
It is not something I consciously keep a check on. It mostly happens spontaneously, say, by a show of compassion and being emotionally warm. In the care home I
first worked in, there was a resident who loved to sing Christian hymns as a way of
keeping herself upbeat. I would sometimes join her in a kind of worship session.
When I was doing live-in care, I was helped a lot by starting my day with an hour
in prayer. I would wake up an hour earlier than the rest of the family, this enabled
me to have the grace, patience, and presence of mind to cope well with the pressures of the day and unexpected incidents. Some clients exhibit a complexity of
problems that requires extra grace. Like the retired medical doctor, who was battling mental health issues, that got his wife and myself perplexed at times. Also,
one blind lady, preoccupied with hearing voices and would not sleep at all wondering around shouting so she was prone to accidents. In situations like these, I
would sometimes shoot off prayers in the middle of a shift or meditate on some favourite Psalm. In live-in care one time, I worked in an end-of-life situation. My client was wonderful and had a warm personality, engaging well with personal care
and medical routines. However, quite understandably, there were sad moments.
These happened mostly at night-time. I would need to sit with her and chat. She
would take trips down memory Lane recalling good times or talking about her life
and her grandchildren and that used to lift her up her sadness. So, all in all, my
faith in a rather disjointed way, does impact on my work as a carer

a TESTIMONY TIMES: MY LIFE IN FAITH special

Tales of endurance, faith, hope and blessings
in a life in faith: stories from our parish
MAR/APR 2021
In circulation weekend of 26th, 27th, 28th Feb 2021
Including the conclusion of Pelisa Hina’s story
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The year is 1971, and Adam asks his Dad “What does a
tickle look like?”. His Dad replied “a round, orange figure
with long bend arms”. This was the beginning of
franchise which continues to be popular, and which in
2021 celebrates it’s 50th birthday: The Mr Men. Mr Tickle
was first published in 1971 and The Mr Men series
followed. The Little Miss first appeared in 1981, so will
be 40 this year. To begin a year of celebration, LIFE &
TIMES has the big Mr Men and Little Miss picture quiz.
Can you get all 50? A clue to number 1 is in lines 2 and
3 of this paragraph!
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Answers on p63
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To wrap up this edition, something a bit different!
Wrapping Christmas presents - what are your thoughts?
Art form? Complicated?, Frustrating? And enjoyable task?
Different shape Christmas presents cause their own issues too - rectangles and
boxes are generally a lot easier.
Whatever your thoughts, try wrapping a bus!
Ok, it is a rectangle but it is rather large. Ok, so they don’t use wrapping paper
and Sellotape, they use paint or vinyl - some buses are just seen as blank
canvases for an artist of sorts.
Take a look at the artwork in these liveries - some have done up in dramatic
images, like Kraken or Bond, some in illusion liveries like the snake and Horton
and some in just clever and detailed artwork.
As usual - you wait for one interesting, odd and strange article and two turn up
behind each other! Part two next time! - and it’s not just buses!

On the buses!
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On the buses!
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You have been reading...
At the end of Dad’s Army, Allo’ Allo and Hi-de-Hi, the performance credits
begin with ‘You have been watching’. Well, here are some questions, in no
particular order, the answers of which you have been reading...
1. Whose shop was it?
2. What was the name of John Warren’s grand-daughter?
3. Which Psalm did Peggy Joyce Ruth write about?
4. What did I get from the Chippy?
5. Which book did Vera review?
6. Who wrote Everyday Blessings?
7. Which Bible verse did Bishop Nick start his letter with?
8. What was the subject of Phil Campbell’s book?
9. Which authors continued the story starters?
10. What plant is possibly shown in picture 4 on p40?
11. Where did Todd Boll live?
Answers:
Q1: p61

Q2: p50
Q3: p6-7

Q6: p9
Q7: p54

Q4: p30
Q5:p16

Q8: p10
Q9: p20-21

Q10: p40
Q11: p36

EMMANUEL SERVICES

CHURCH CONTACTS
EMMANUEL OFFICE

Sunday
8.00am BCP Holy Communion
10.30am Our main service
With groups of our children ages 0-14
6.30pm More informal, with a focus on
praise and prayer
Wednesday
10.30am BCP Holy Communion

01752 260317
1 Compton Ave, Mannamead, PL3 5BZ
Open Weekday mornings 9am-12pm. Answerphone.
Please also use this number for Church Hall bookings

ST PAUL’S OFFICE
07707 064138
100 Efford Lane, Efford, PL3 6LT
Open Monday and Tuesday mornings 9am-12pm.

Team Rector

Rev Preb Karl Freeman

01752 248601

Associate Vicar

Rev Tony Williams

03301 139088

Curate

ST PAUL’S SERVICES

Rev Robin Brown (Emm)
Rev Darryl Cree (St P)
01752 775213
Deacon across the Parish

Sunday
10.00am 1st, 3rd, 4th & 5th Sunday
Holy Communion
10.00am 2nd Sunday
All Age Worship
Tuesday
10.00am BCP Holy Communion

Rev Bev Cree

01752 775213

Rtd Reader Emmanuel (with permission to
officiate)

Tim Lyddon

01752 772241

Reader at St Paul’s (with permission to
officiate)

Judy Earl

01752 202593

Church Warden (Emmanuel)

Bert Tayler

01752 319287

Church Warden (St Paul’s)

Bev Kelly
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01752 781665

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Mr Tickle
Mr Greedy
Mr Happy
Mr Nosey
Mr Sneeze
Mr Bump
Mr Snow
Mr Messy
Mr Topsy-Turvy
Mr Silly
Mr Uppity
Mr Small
Mr Daydream
Mr Forgetful
Mr Jelly
Mr Noisy
Mr Lazy
Mr Funny
Mr Mean

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

Mr Chatterbox
Mr Fussy
Mr Bounce
Mr Muddle
Mr Dizzy
Mr Impossible
Mr Strong
Mr Grumpy
Mr Clumsy
Mr Quiet
Mr Rush
Mr Tall
Mr Worry
Mr Nonsense
Mr Wrong
Mr Skinny
Mr Mischief
Mr Clever
Mr Busy
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39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

Mr Slow
Mr Brave
Little Miss Lucky
Little Miss Tony
Little Miss Neat
Little Miss Busy
Little Miss Splendid
Little Miss Magic
Little Miss Dotty
Little Miss Sunshine
Little Miss Naughty
Little Miss Giggles
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